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Abstract
Background: The adaptive immune response intrinsically depends on hypervariable human leukocyte antigen
(HLA) genes. Concomitantly, correct HLA phenotyping is crucial for successful donor-patient matching in organ
transplantation. The cost and technical limitations of current laboratory techniques, together with advances in nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) methodologies, have increased the need for precise computational typing methods.
Results: We tested two widespread HLA typing methods using high quality full genome sequencing data from 150
individuals in 50 family trios from the Genome Denmark project. First, we computed descendant accuracies
assessing the agreement in the inheritance of alleles from parents to offspring. Second, we compared the
locus-specific homozygosity rates as well as the allele frequencies; and we compared those to the observed values
in related populations. We provide guidelines for testing the accuracy of HLA typing methods by comparing family
information, which is independent of the availability of curated alleles.
Conclusions: Although current computational methods for HLA typing generally provide satisfactory results, our
benchmark – using data with ultra-high sequencing depth – demonstrates the incompleteness of current reference
databases, and highlights the importance of providing genomic databases addressing current sequencing
standards, a problem yet to be resolved before benefiting fully from personalised medicine approaches HLA
phenotyping is essential.
Keywords: HLA genotyping, NGS, Clinical genomics, Population genetics, Prediction

Background
The immune system is the forefront defence of higher organisms against disease. To perform its function, the immune system maintains a complex equilibrium between
identifying a variety of external pathogens and recognising
the organism’s own tissue. This process is carried out by
the adaptive immune system [1–3]. The hallmark of the
immune responses is the recognition of the offending
antigen by the host cells through the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). In humans, it is known as the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system and is located
within a 3.6 Mb region on chromosome 6 (6p21.3) [3–5].
This region contains roughly 220 genes, which can be divided in HLA-like coding genes and non-HLA coding
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genes depending on their function and structure [6]. The
accurate classification of the specificities of the HLA molecules based on their structural properties is still a matter
of debate [7–9].
Traditionally, the HLA super-locus has been divided in
five genomic sub-regions [10]. Within the encoded genes,
further distinction is made between the so-called classical
MHC genes, which encode the functional, epitope presenting molecules; and much less polymorphic, accessory
non-classical genes [11, 12]. The class I classical MHC
genes HLA-A, HLA-B and HLA-C, are expressed in all
nucleated cells and are known to bind proteins from intracellular invading pathogens [13, 14]. The class II region,
meanwhile, encodes α and β chain genes of the HLA type
II dimers. These are primarily expressed in the so-called
professional antigen-presenting cells (dendritic cells, macrophages and B cells) and have evolved to recognize exogenous proteins. The dimeric nature of the functional
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MHC-II complex and the copy-number variation of one
of the loci (HLA-DRB) make this region particularly complicated [15]. The last gene-rich region, the class III region, encodes other conserved non-HLA genes with
immune related functions. Cytokines represent a characteristic example of this category [6]. There are two additional regions, extended class I and extended class II,
whose contributions to the gene count are minimal and
are often disregarded [10]. Typically, for transplantation
purposes only the classical genes are tested, there is an ongoing discussion on the role of non-classical genes in
transplantation failure [11, 12].
The hypervariability of the HLA region is key to the
detection of a wide variety of pathogens and the activation of a cascade of defence mechanisms [10]. Owing to
the selective pressure associated with immune functions,
linkage disequilibrium patterns and allele frequencies are
highly differentiated across populations [16]. These
genes are segregated as a haplotype in a Mendelian fashion, making them suitable for population studies, as specific gene patterns and haplotypes are characteristic of
geographic regions [17].
Several studies have related the variation of the HLA region to different diseases, including cancer [18] and type I
diabetes [19]. As already mentioned, the region is a key
determinant in the success of transplantation; allotransplants depend on equivalent HLA serotypes between individuals when no syngenic organ is available to avoid
immune rejection of the organ [20]. All these scenarios
need an accurate characterization of HLA genes. HLA
typing, the process of addressing the HLA of an individual, is hindered by the complexity and hypervariability of
the HLA region as discussed above [21]. Previous efforts
[22–25] have tried to overcome the problems by matching
with high accuracy those domains that directly interact
with the antigen (exons 2 and 3 for HLA class I, and exon
2 for HLA class II), but this approach has proven to be insufficient alone [26]. Furthermore, while HLA typing and
HLA gene validation are done routinely through molecular genotyping methods [27–29], the large and rapidly
growing number of described HLA alleles are rendering
them obsolete and unable to meet current clinical and research throughput demands [14, 30].
Automatic typing using computational methods has arisen
as a possible solution to the expensive and time-consuming
genotyping methods. Bioinformatic methods are more affordable than their experimental counterparts and benefit
greatly from the constant development of algorithms in the
field of computational genomics.
Methods for automatic typing of HLA regions are normally divided into assembly or alignment-based methods,
according to whether the sequencing reads are either
aligned to a reference, or the true alleles are predicted
through probabilistic models [31]. Examples from both
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categories have been extensively benchmarked using curated data [31–33]. These data sets, which are considered
gold standards, are obtained by PCR amplification using either already known alleles as primers or through Sanger sequencing, and then compared against an HLA database for
designation. However, the relation between the gold standard and the database content presents problems. First, there
is a large overlap between benchmarking cohorts [31]. Second, although they are useful for comparison of methods,
the results obtained do not reflect the potential behaviour
of the methods with different samples, especially if the new
cohorts present different genetic backgrounds.
Two methods consistently produce the most accurate
predictions of HLA typing: Optitype [25] and Polysolver
[33]. Optitype identifies reads that map to exons 2 and 3
of the HLA class I alleles to select the most likely HLA
class I allele from a custom database. Similarly, Polysolver
[33] relies on a Bayesian probabilistic model to reassign
reads that failed to map to the consensus reference genome. Here we present an analysis of the performance of
two different alignment-based methodologies to
characterize HLA type I alleles. We predict HLA alleles
from high-depth, high-coverage sequencing data from a
cohort of 50 Danish trios (father, mother, and child) in the
context of the Genome Denmark project [34, 35]. The
Genome Denmark project on these data has included,
among other analysis, novel variation discovery [36] and
therefore will not be covered in this publication. The Danish population is quite homogeneous and shows overall
genomic resemblance to neighbouring countries [35]. This
admixture is coherent with the history of the country [37].
Due to the quality of the assembly, this cohort constitutes
a relevant resource for testing the robustness of the
methods and for evaluating the effective coverage of the
reference databases. Two different metrics evaluate different aspects of the accuracy of allele imputation. Our results validate the performance of the typers with a
genetically different cohort, and reflect the importance of
extending the current databases to achieve a better accuracy, with the prospect of using these methods in current
medical practice. Finally, we compare the Danish population to other neighbouring countries by calculating the
homozygosity index and the allele frequency suggesting a
more precise estimate of the overrepresentation of certain
HLA profiles within the Danish population.

Methods
HLA nomenclature and typing format

The WHO Nomenclature Committee for Factors of the
HLA System have published 19 major reports to date, documenting HLA antigens, genes and alleles in response to
the necessity for a systematic nomenclature for the polymorphic genes encoded in the HLA region. New alleles receive a unique identifier in the IPD-IMGT/HLA database
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(see below) after careful curation and analysis. These identifiers are composed of up to four sets of two digits separated
by colons. The number of sets provided is often referred to
as resolution. At the lowest resolution, only the first set of
digits is provided (2-digit resolution), whereas a refined
characterization of an allele would contain four sets (8-digit
resolution), say HLA-A*02:01:01:02 L, that is an example of
a full resolution allele. The first set of digits (HLA-A*02)
defines the allele group as defined by a serological study of
the antigen carried by the allele. The second set of digits
(HLA-A*02:01, 4-digit resolution) defines an ordinal indicating the sequential order in which different subtypes were
discovered. The third set of digits defines synonymous exonic variants (6-digits, HLA-A*02:01:01). Finally, the highest resolution level corresponds to alleles harbouring
variants in untranslated regions such as those in introns, or
in the 5′ or 3′ UTRs (8-digits, HLA-A*02:01:01:02). There
are additional optional suffixes to an allele to indicate its expression status, such as low (L) expression or null (N) expression (not considered in the analyses presented here).
Reference databases
IPD-IMGT/HLA

The IPD-IMGT/HLA database is part of the International ImMunoGeneTics (IMGT) databases. It contains sequences of the human major histocompatibility
complex (MHC) and includes the official sequences
named by the WHO Nomenclature Committee for Factors of the HLA System. This database contains 16,933
sequences and annotation information according to its
latest version report (3.28.0 of 2017-04), In addition to
the version report, monthly HLA Nomenclature updates
are released, both in journals and online [38].
Allele Frequency Net

The Allele Frequency Net database is currently maintained by the consortium of the NHS Trust and the University of Liverpool. It contains frequency information of
several immune genes such as Human Leukocyte Antigens, Killer-cell Immunoglobulin -like Receptors, and
cytokines. Depending on the polymorphism, it contains
population frequencies at the allele, haplotype or genotype levels [39].
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times in unrelated individuals, respectively. Currently,
this catalogue is used in the National Marrow Donor
program as reference for rare alleles [40].
HLA typing methods
Optitype

Optitype works under the premise that the correct
genotype is the one that explains the source of more
reads than the rest of the genotypes. Hence, it finds the
allele combination that maximizes the number of explained reads. Optitype overcomes the limitations of
previous typers concerning ambiguous read alignment
and suboptimal performance due to the exclusion of intronic information. For this, the custom database against
which the reads are mapped contains genomic information that is limited to exons 2 and 3 together with small
flanking intronic regions reconstructed from partially sequenced alleles with small phylogenetic distances. Although this database aims at improving typing, the
resolution is limited by design to 4-digit resolution by
the lack of extended genomic information. Also, the
method currently has only HLA class I reference information readily available.
Polysolver

Polysolver is based on the reasoning that the coverage
at HLA regions can be improved by identifying reads
that failed to align to the canonical reference due to
the accumulation of variants in these very hypermutable regions, and performing a realignment of such
reads against a library of all known HLA alleles in
the IPD-IMGT/HLA database. Thus, Polysolver enables high-precision HLA typing and mutation detection using the inferred alleles as a basis for said
mutation. The method adopts a Bayesian classification
approach where the allele with the highest probability
is stored as the first correct allele and in a later iteration, the probabilities are recalculated taking into account the results from the previous search and the
fact that the individual can be either heterozygous or
homozygous [33]. Polysolver provides full resolution
of up to 8-digits.
Allele reduction

Common and Well-Documented Alleles

The Common and Well-Documented (CWD) alleles’
catalogue is supported by the National Marrow Donor
Program (US) and by Anthony Nolan (UK). The aim is
to identify subsets of HLA alleles for which the frequencies are well known or have been validated multiple
times through sequencing-based typing methods. Alleles
are considered common when the frequency is observed
to be greater than 0.001 in reference populations of at
least 1500 individuals and reported more than three

The two aforementioned methods provide different resolution levels. For comparison purposes, alleles must
present an identical resolution level. We converted identifiers of higher resolution than 4-digits using an allele
reduction step. This process eliminates the excessive
left-most pairs of numbers of the identifier, under the assumption that 6-digit and 8-digit resolutions describe
variation of the same protein allele described at the level
of 4-digits. For example, an allele A*02:01:01:02 would
be converted to A*02:01 after allele reduction [41].
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The Genome Denmark cohort

The Genome Denmark cohort consists of 150 Danish
individuals arranged in 50 trios (father, mother and
child) [35]. Whole genome sequencing of these individuals was performed using Illumina technology at
BGI Europe in Copenhagen, with an average depth of
80X and read length of 100 bp. Importantly, for each
sample paired-end/mate-pair libraries were generated
at different insert sizes of 180 bp, 500 bp, 800 bp,
2000 bp, 5000 bp, 10,000 bp, and 20,000 bp allowing
for high quality assemblies, also of the highly polymorphic HLA region.
Trios in the Genome Denmark cohort were examined
for their familial relationships. The HumanCoreExome
BeadChip v.1.0 was used to genotype the trios using the
HiScan system (Illumina, San Diego, California). Genotypes were called using GenomeStudio software (version
2011.1; Illumina). All subjects presented a high call rate
above 98% and all familial relationships were confirmed.
Members of two families failed to map to the database
used by Optitype and were therefore removed from the
initial analysis. Thus, our analysed cohort consists of 48
out of the initial 50 family trios.
HLA typing accuracy

To assess the confidence of the previously described
methods for the Genome Denmark cohort, two different
measures were defined for comparison. The Descent Accuracy (DA) is defined as the number of alleles of the
progeny that can be explained by the typing of the parent’s alleles. DA is defined as follows:
DA ¼

N eq
N Alleles

ð3:1Þ

where Neq is the number of alleles from the offspring
that are coherently explained by the inheritance from
the parents, and Nalleles the number of total alleles as described in (Eq. 3.2):
N Alleles ¼ N children  2  Locus

ð3:2Þ

MA ¼

N Optitype ¼ N Polysolver
N Population  2  Locus

ð3:3Þ

Extremely low MA values would indicate that the alleles tested differ enough from those of the database as
for the typers to not agree in the imputed allele. On the
other hand, high MA values as a measurement of identically typed alleles would mean an accurate representation of the alleles in the database used.
Population analysis

We initially produced an overview of the population
where firstly, the homozygosity ratio was compared with
the homozygosity rates in the general population. This
measurement is important because it is directly related
to the runs of homozygosity (ROH) [42], which are regions of the genome that are identical despite having
been inherited from both mother and father. The existence of these ROH can be explained by intermarriage,
isolation and bottleneck situations, because the outcome
of them is usually consanguinity. A high homozygosity
rate can have medical consequences [43].
The homozygosity rate (HR) for alleles is described as
follows:
HR ¼

N Hl
N Population

ð3:4Þ

where NHl is the number of homozygous individuals in
locus L. In this case, as the homozygosity implies a certain composition of the population, HR was tested for
parents. The genetic background of the parents is undefined and therefore, their alleles and their frequency,
are representative of the population. This is not the case
for the children, if their possible alleles are a small subset defined by the alleles of the parents.
Then the allele frequency for each allele was calculated
using the direct counting method [44]. For measuring
the similarity with similar populations in terms of size
and geographical proximity, the computed frequencies
were compared to the information gathered in the two
databases “Allele Frequency Net” and “Common and
Well Documented Alleles” [39, 40].

Results
where Nchildren is the number of children in the population, and Locus is the number of loci to test. Each child
carries two alleles per locus, one from each progenitor.
For the complete HLA class I region, comprising three
loci (HLA-A, -B and -C), every individual from the offspring would carry three times two alleles.
The Method Agreement (MA) measures the agreements between the two prediction methods. MA is defined as the number of identical alleles typed by the
different methods:

HLA typing

Here we used Optitype and Polysolver to type the individuals in the 50 family trios in the Genome Denmark cohort
(150 individuals). HLA haplotypes are inherited in a Mendelian manner where the presence of each of the two alleles observed in the children must be explained by the
presence of the same allele in either the mother or the
father. The disposition in trios facilitates the traceability of
the inheritance from parents to children. Due to typing
problems, two families were discarded for the following
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analysis. Table 1 compares the descendent accuracy (DA)
achieved by Optitype and Polysolver at different resolutions. DA indicates the fraction of alleles explained by direct inheritance from the parents.
When predictions across all alleles (HLA-A, HLA-B
and HLA-C) are considered, Optitype produces coherent
results between parents and children (0.88) across the
144 individuals in the Genome Denmark cohort. This is
especially clear from the almost perfect (0.95) transmission of the predicted HLA-A alleles. The other two loci,
HLA-B and HLA-C, follow closely with a DA of 0.82
and 0.87, respectively.
Contrarily, Polysolver produces predictions at its default
8-digit resolution that do not always transmit coherently
from parents to children. DA ranges from 0.47 to 0.77,
with an overall coherence of 0.64. These results might in
part be explained by the increased number of possible alternatives due to the higher resolution and secondly to
differences in complete, well assembled genomic regions
rather than exons as is the case for Optitype.
To correct for the differences in resolution between
the two methodologies, 8-digit typing results were collapsed into their 4-digit counterparts using the allele reduction protocol described in Methods. After allele
reduction, Polysolver (4-digits) produced DA results that
outperform those produce by Optitype. Overall, DA rises
to 0.953. The largest improvement was observed for the
HLA-A locus, where DA reached 0.95, which constitutes
a 2-fold improvement. HLA-B and HLA-C followed with
a final DA of 0.95 and 0.96, respectively. Both Polysolver
and Optitype achieved similar HLA-A DA. Mismatched
alleles often belong to the same serological groups
(2-digits) than the correct types, in concordance with
observations by existing benchmarks in spite of the different evaluation approaches implemented [32]. In our
case, we evaluate the successful transfer of the serological group from parents to offspring while Kiyotani
et al. compare against experimentally determined HLA
alleles. Examples of incorrectly predicted alleles that still
lay within the same serological group can be found in
families 918 and 651 for Optitype, and families 1009 and
1030 for Polysolver, 8-digits. Interestingly, we find that
HLA-B alleles still represent a challenge. This is also in
agreement with previous observations [32]. In contrast
to existing analyses [31, 32], our results suggest that

Polysolver outperforms Optitype not only in the HLA-B
region, which is the most polymorphic and a priori the
most difficult to type, but also in its HLA-C counterpart.
This improvement may stem from the different databases implemented by the methods; as the correct allele
would likely only be present in the most complete database (Polysolver). Any small differences in the alignment
against a restricted database such as the one implemented in Optitype would lead to incorrect typings.
As method-biases would affect all members of the family in the same manner, high DA is not necessarily equivalent to consistent predictions across two or more HLA
typing methods. This effect is aggravated by the fact that
the non-inherited alleles are not evaluated. To bridge this
gap, we calculated an alternative statistic, which we refer
to as method agreement (MA), to compare the complete
set of predicted alleles between the two methods. MA provides good grounds to evaluate consistency in the predictions involving related individuals.
Typing accuracy across the methods (Polysolver and
Optitype, both at 4-digit resolution) was evaluated in
terms of MA. Overall, 63% of the alleles were congruently typed by both methods (Table 2). Interestingly,
there were differences between the loci; HLA-A alleles
were the most correctly predicted alleles, followed by
HLA-B and HLA-C alleles. Furthermore, the majority of
the individuals were typed either with complete concordance (6 identical alleles, 2 for each of the HLA-A,
HLA-B and HLA-C loci) or with one discordant allele
(Fig. 1). It is important to note that overall MA is mostly
affected by several families rather than individuals
(Fig. 1). Interestingly, we noticed that Polysolver had incorporated homozygous loci in almost all the wrongly
typed cases. One particularly odd family was not only inconsistent between parents and offspring, but also inconsistent between the methods. In this case, Polysolver
added many more homozygous sites than in other correctly typed loci. It is also worth noting how the discrepancies in the DA differ between the methods. In
Optitype, the alleles wrongly typed according to the DA
method are, in all the cases, wrongly typed in their entirety: not only do they not match at the allele level, but
they also have the wrong serotype (2-digits level). This is
Table 2 Method agreement (MA) across the different loci and
overall

Table 1 Descent Accuracy (DA) for the two typers considered
Typer

Overall

HLA-A

HLA-B

Overall

HLA-A

HLA-B

HLA-C

HLA-C

MATOTAL

0.63

0.65

0.60

0.62

MAT

0.62

0.63

0.60

0.64

0.63

0.67

0.60

0.60

Polysolver (4-digit)

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.96

Optitype (4-digit)

0.88

0.95

0.82

0.87

MANT

0.77

MA represents the fraction of coherent alleles between Optitype and
Polysolver at 4-digit resolution. MATOTAL refers to the complete set of alleles.
MAT refers to the portion of alleles that are inherited from parent to child, and
MANT to those those that are not inherited and therefore, not part of the
DA calculation

Polysolver (8-digit)

0.64

0.47

0.68

Optitype at 4-digit resolution performed better than Polysolver having 8-digit
resolution. However, when allele reduction is applied Polysolver surpasses the
results provided by Optitype on the Genome Denmark cohort
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genomic databases instead of exonic, as the probability
of incorrectly imputed allele is higher in the latter, simply for similarity reasons.
Population analysis

Fig. 1 Concordance between the two methods at the level of
individuals. The y-axis indicates the number of individuals, while the
x-axis shows the number of alleles per individual identically typed
for Optitype and Polysolver 4-D)

also the case with Polysolver with full resolution and
after allele reduction.
In family 1113, the alleles from HLA-A from the children can be explained by the parents, but the alleles inferred do not contribute to the MA as long as the
methods imputed different alleles, and these alleles share
neither 4- or 2-digit resolution. This is the case in several other families (1426 and 714). For this, although the
typed alleles might be correct according to the DA, they
should not by definition be seen as contributing to MA.
One could argue that a source of error is the presence
of highly similar sequences in the database that would
represent a challenge for the methods to discern. In the
extreme case where two sequences are almost identical
to the genomic allele of interest, the choice would be
completely spurious and lack any biological information.
Such cases should count as reduced error. We assessed
the similarities between the sequences represented in
each reference database with BLAST. For each allele
considered by Optitype and Polysolver, we annotated the
identity to any other sequence in their respective databases as provided by the method providers in the
method installation packages (Fig. 2). Optitype presents
a larger amount of sequences that align with more than
95% identity to other sequences of comparable length in
its own database than Polysolver. These results fit within
the description of the databases. Optitype sequences
span exons 2 and 3, and reconstructed intronic regions,
that are susceptible to be more similar than the whole
genomic region. This highlights the importance of

The homozygosity rate accounts for the number of identical alleles in the same locus. This ratio is usually high
in small, isolated populations due to poor genetic admixture; some specific allelic variants have evolved separately in ancestral genomes and display nowadays a
characteristic geographical profile.
We calculated homozygosity rates for the HLA alleles
identified in the parents of the Genome Denmark cohort
(Table 3). Results are highly coherent between methods and
although several individuals might present differential
individual typing, the population maintains its structure.
Overall, homozygosity rates are comparable between the
methods, albeit slightly higher after allele reduction for
Polysolver results. However, there are significant differences
between the different individual loci. For HLA-A loci, Polysolver with 8-digit resolution achieved the same homozygosity rate as Optitype, while it was increased for the
Polysolver (4-digits). HLA-B presents the smallest variance
among the methods after performing allele reduction. In
spite of HLA-B being the most polymorphic, both typers
reached similar homozygosity rates. Both methods reached
the highest level of homozygosity in HLA-C loci, the least
polymorphic according to published results to date.
In addition to homozygosity rates, we computed the frequency of the individual alleles. The frequency of HLA alleles, inherited from parents to offspring, is a powerful
tool in population genetics due to the population-wise
variation they display [45]. As can be seen from Table 4 in
the columns corresponding to the Genome Denmark cohort, although the frequencies are slightly different, the
proportions are quite stable between methods.
Compared to the expected allele frequency database
values, there are some discrepancies in the proportions
regarding the populations. While the most common allele for HLA-B is B*07:02 and indeed is the most common in the Caucasian population according to the
database, the rest of the alleles typed by these methods
are rarely seen. For example, the second most common
allele in the Danish population according to Polysolver,
B*07:05, is not even present in a relevant proportion in
other related populations, where it is seldom observed
(Table 4). B*07:05 is also inconsistent between the analysed methods, where Optitype seems to favour B*08:01
instead. Upon reviewing the database used, we observed
that the B*08:01 allele is frequently represented, due to
extensive intronic reconstruction, whereas B*07:05 only
has six possible alleles. The mapping would naturally fail
in examples where differences would lie within the other
exonic/intronic regions or where the reconstructed
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Fig. 2 Blastn results of Optitype sequences against Optitype database (l) and Polysolver sequences against Polysolver database (r). In the
plots we can observe that the identity within Optitype is higher than within Polysolver. This stems from the nature of the database.
Optitype relies on a database with exons 2 and 3 and reconstructed introns, which produces sequences with scarce variation. As
expected, Polysolver, due to including genomic sequences, has more variance in the identity within sequences. The self-blasted results
(i.e. Sequence A against itself) were removed from the analysis

regions were largely different to the real allele. In this
case, if B*07:05 and B*08:01 are similar, the probability
of Optitype wrongly aligning to either of them depends
on the number of available alleles and the similarities
among them.
We compared our results to those for known populations in the database of Common and Well-Documented
alleles [40]. For all the loci, the most common alleles are
those common to other historically connected populations
such as North Ireland, Sweden and Norway. This comparison considers sequence similarity but also similar proportion in the population [46]. The rarer alleles, however,
have larger than expected proportions in our cohort,
Table 3 Homozygosity Rates between methods
Typer

Overall

HLA-A

HLA-B

HLA-C

Optitype (4-digit)

0.09

0.08

0.08

0.11

Polysolver (8-digit)

0.08

0.08

0.02

0.14

Polysolver (4-digit)

0.12

0.12

0.09

0.15

Homozygosity Rates between methods, based on the number of identical
alleles in each locus, either HLA-A, HLA-B or HLA-C; or across all three (Overall)

suggesting that some of these alleles could indeed be
population specific.
Locus HLA-A is the one with most similarities among
closely related populations. The most common allele in
the Danish population according to both typers
(A*02:01) is also commonly found in populations within
the geographical proximity to Denmark, including
Sweden and Germany. This allele is also very prevalent
in other more distant populations. Similar proportions
for the least represented alleles are found across populations. Interestingly, the second most common allele
(A*01:01) has a frequency closer to historically related
settlements in Northern Ireland and England than to
countries with shared borders and similar genetic background. The third most common allele (A*03:01) has a
frequency dissimilar to any other and probably reflects
the homogeneity of the Danish population. HLA-C alleles also suggest similarities to the frequencies found in
Northern Ireland and England, which harboured known
Viking settlements, rather than to the countries in the
geographical vicinity.
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Table 4 Comparison of allele frequencies between different populations
Genome Denmark
Allele

Northern Ireland Sweden (South) Sweden (North) Germany England (North) Basque Country Scotland Orkney Polysolver Optitype

A*02:01 0.27

0.26

0.24

0.28

0.29

0.27

NA

[#1] 0.26

[#1] 0.24

A*01:01 0.20

0.09

0.08

0.15

0.21

NA

NA

[#2] 0.21

[#2] 0.22

A*03:01 0.14

0.25

0.31

0.15

0.14

NA

NA

[#3] 0.17

[#3] 0.17

A*24:02 NA

0.13

0.21

0.09

0.07

NA

NA

[#4] 0.09

[#5] 0.04

A*11:01 0.08

0.06

0.01

0.06

0.07

NA

NA

[#5] 0.04

< 0.04

A*23:01 0.01

NA

NA

0.023

0.02

0.02

NA

< 0.045

[#4] 0.05

B*07:02 0.17

0.19

0.19

0.12

0.15

NA

NA

[#1] 0.18

[#1] 0.18

−3

−3

−3

B*07:05 10

NA

NA

4 × 10

3 × 10

NA

NA

[#2] 0.15

< 0.06

B*15:01 0.04

0.14

0.15

0.06

0.06

NA

NA

[#3] 0.07

[#4] 0.09

B*44:02 0.13

0.10

0.03

0.07

0.10

NA

0.26

[#4] 0.07

[#3] 0.09

B*40:01 0.05

0.10

0.14

0.05

0.06

NA

0.06

[#5] 0.06

[#5] 0.06

B*08:01 0.16

0.07

0.05

0.09

0.15

NA

0.17

< 0.06

[#2] 0.13

C*07:01 NA

NS

NS

0.15

0.19

NA

NA

[#1] 0.19

[#1]0.2

C*07:02 0.19

NS

NS

0.13

0.16

NA

NA

[#2] 0.18

[#2] 0.17

C*06:02 0.09

NS

NS

0.1

0.09

0.03

0.07

[#3] 0.11

[#4] 0.1

C*03:03 0.05

NS

NS

0.05

0.06

0.07

0.09

< 0.08

[#3] 0.11

C*03:04 0.06

NS

NS

0.07

0.08

0.05

0.05

[#4] 0.09

[#5] < 0.09

[#5] 0.08

0.09

C*05:01 0.13

NS

NS

0.06

0.10

0.14

−3

5 × 10

Comparison of allele frequencies between different historically related populations through settlements (Northern Ireland, England, Scotland Orkney), geo-graphically
nearness (Sweden, Germany) and not related (Basque Country). The “NA” value means that the particular allele is either not present in the population or not significant.
“NS” means there is no data for this allele in the corresponding study. The top five most frequent alleles for each loci per method are included for the Genome Demark
cohort. The alleles marked with “#” indicate the order of said allele in the ranking of the most common alleles

Again, the most dissimilar locus is HLA-B, and the
one where the biggest fluctuation of alleles is found. It
can be seen in the proportion of the most common alleles: HLA-B has less homogeneity in which alleles are
in the population, as if no allele HLA-B has been fixed.
This can either mean that the typing is wrong, which
could be the case regarding all previous results, or that
the HLA-B has not been decisive for the population.
Following the results above, if the alleles were indeed
rare, they should be indicated as such in the Common and
Well-Documented alleles database. The variety of different
alleles typed by Optitype is less significant than for Polysolver. Among the methods, HLA-A and HLA-C were most
similar to other populations in terms of allele distribution.
In Fig. 3, both loci have some alleles that are common
(those that match other populations) but they also display
several rare alleles, those less frequent. As expected,
HLA-B has the highest rate of rare alleles, which confers
value to the results found in the homozygosity rate analysis.

Discussion
We have performed here a comprehensive analysis of the
HLA region in the Genome Denmark cohort, using two of
the available bioinformatics methods, Optitype and Polysolver. Our results show that in general, the two
HLA-typers compared reasonably well. Both methods

yielded an accuracy higher than 80% as observed in previous studies [22–24]. Our analysis yields results that differ
from existing benchmarks by Kiyotani et al. and Bauer
et al. We propose Polysolver as the most accurate typer for
4-digits resolution. Bauer et al. do not consider Polysolver
in their analysis due to technical limitations. Kiyotani et al.
perform an analysis on 12 clinical samples, whereas the
analysis presented here relies on 50 Danish parental trios.
The increased sample size may represent more accurately
the diversity of existing alleles.
Moreover, the study presented here is, to our knowledge, the first to compare WGS data between these two
typers. Both existing benchmarks evaluate comparisons
stemming mainly from WES data with a theoretical
4-digit resolution upper limit. Bauer and collaborators
expand further this limit to 6-digit and 8-digit resolution
by including RNAseq and simulated data, respectively
[31]. Nevertheless, using high-depth WGS data in combination with family information, provides in our opinion, two fundamental advantages: First, the agreement
between parents and children offers accuracy estimations independent from the availability of curated gold
standard data. Second, HLA sequences are considered in
their whole extent, including intronic regions. These are
typically disregarded by other methods with reduced accuracy in spite of their plausible functional relevance.
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Fig. 3 Distribution of alleles according to CWD for Polysolver (a) and Optitype (b). These results highlight that HLA- B harbours the rarest alleles

In terms of performance, the correct choice of a reference database remains as the main challenge. Probabilistically, larger databases are in disadvantage against
limited databases in terms of assessing correctly among
the alleles represented. Despite this consideration, Polysolver produces better results after reduction of the resolution to levels comparable to those produced by
Optitype. Furthermore, it can be argued that the typing
from Polysolver, as derived from a more complete database, is more reliable, as Optitype in its simplicity might
not be typing the right allele.
The main drawback of Optitype is that it relies on a
curated database that mainly contains exons and a limited number of flanking introns. A genomic region can
be fairly similar to another one in the exonic part, especially if it belongs to the same serotype, but differ greatly
in several other parts of the sequence. This would hinder
the comparison between methods that provide different
default resolutions: while Polysolver uses a statistical
model, Optitype applies a simpler alignment-based
method. Polysolver in its highest resolution also gives an
insight into the importance of having the most complete
database. In general, and considering that the benchmarked methods were the currently best ones, we can
say that no available method is accurate for the highest
level of resolution.

Homozygosity ratios are also useful for describing a
population. In principle, the high homozygosity imputed
to this cohort can be explained by the cohort itself, as the
individuals have been chosen to be representatives of an
ancestral Danish population. In our results, the homozygosity ratio provided by Polysolver is higher after allele reduction (4-digits) than when using 8-digits resolution.
These results are as expected, especially if the differences
between alleles are exclusively located in intronic regions.
For Optitype, the results are very similar. This has biological relevance. The 4-digit resolution at the protein
level, includes differences in protein-coding regions. In
homogeneous populations, the advantageous alleles are
fixed. In HLA, the advantage of an allele lies in the binding groove in exons 2 and 3, so similar homozygosity ratios from both typers are expected. Interestingly, the most
homozygous locus, HLA-C, is also the locus with the lowest MA. These two discrepancies together might indicate
that there is no correct allele in the database for the
HLA-C alleles of the cohort, but very similar ones only.
With the population analysis, we addressed the genetic
similarity between populations. In general, Danes resemble historically related population in the frequency of the
most common alleles, but not to countries in the geographical vicinity. It is more noticeable for HLA-B,
where the difference between the most common allele
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and the rest are larger than in any of the other loci, in
addition to the differences between methods. These differences can be largely due to the representation of the
alleles in the database. For Optitype, B*08:01 is overrepresented in comparison with B*07:05. As the Optitype
method of imputation is based on the number of reads
mapped to a specific allele, a higher number of alleles
from the same 4-digits group increases the probability of
overrepresentation.

Conclusion
HLA genetics is as complex as it is useful. The HLA region is important not only for transplantation, but it has
also been related to a myriad of autoimmune diseases and
cancer and used in many other research fields such as
population genetics. The usefulness of the genes in this
part of the genome is directly related to our ability to
identify correctly the alleles that each individual has. So
far, the molecular genetics methods have been the gold
standard, but the recent advances in sequencing and bioinformatics approaches can shift views towards what not
also emerges in the personalized medicine field.
These approaches, though, are still in their infancy.
While HLA class I alleles are less complex to type, they
have been extensively used as proof of concept for different typing approaches as the ones compared here. In
spite of that, only Polysolver has achieved an accuracy
similar to those already reported in the previous benchmarks, indicating that there is still room for improvement in the field. Previous benchmarks highlighted the
importance of larger, more diverse databases. Our results
in a distinct homogeneous population are coherent also
support that view. Also, if these methods aim for being
used in clinic, future tools need to incorporate the HLA
class II region, and probably, HLA class III. The current
methods, however imperfect, are a step in the right direction. Although the accuracy is not as high as previous
authors have claimed using with the gold standard, the
studied typers are somewhat robust, as they have managed to type accurately a different cohort, which holds
new variation within their genetic sequences [34].
Despite the robustness, the amount of new data and
alleles being added every day to the database, new
GWAS and novel studies about mismatch in donor organs are leaving the 4-digits typing obsolete. Current
methods have problems of underperformance when
dealing with the ever-expanding list of alleles, as we and
other researcher have brought forward bioinformatics efforts and whole genome sequencing cohorts like Genome Denmark are an invaluable source of information
for these databases. Similar efforts in isolated or geographically remote populations are an interesting field of
research, and the information from them important if
these techniques are to replace PCR-based methods.
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In conclusion, assuming that the quality of reference
databases increases steadily in the future, algorithmic
changes are urgently needed. The rapid growth of the
number of alleles, the new NGS methods and the new
studies disregarding the acceptable mismatches for
organ donation, typers should include the whole database of available HLA alleles [47], and better methods of
imputation.
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